Abstract
The present invention provides primer sets for the isolation of rat antibody variable region sequences. Further provided are antibodies comprising these region which are useful in the development of therapeutics and, in particular, in the development of humanised antibodies.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of) inventions in this international application, as follows:

Invention 1: 1,13,16 (all partially); 2, 19 (completely)

An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq.ID 1,2,3 and 4; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 1-44;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody heavy chain comprising the use of these primer sets.

Invention 2: 1,7,8,13,16 (all partially)

An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 5; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 5 and at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq. ID 1,2,3 and 4; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 5-44;
an oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 114; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 114-153; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 102-153;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody heavy chain comprising the use of these primer sets.

Inventions 3-41: 1,7,8,13,16 (all partially)

Invention 3:
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 6; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 6 and at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq. ID 1,2,3 and 4; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 5-44;
an oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 115; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 114-153; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 102-153;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody heavy chain comprising the use of these primer sets.
..ibidem for inventions 4-41 relating to Seq.IDs 7-44 and Seq.IDs 116-153.

Invention 42: 3,4,14,17,20 (all partially)
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 45; or
-the primer of Seq.ID 45 and at least one primer selected
from the group consisting of Seq. ID 46-92;
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 45-92;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the
variable region sequence of an antibody kappa light chain
comprising the use of these primer sets.

Invention 43: 3,4,9,10,14,17,20 (all partially)

Invention 43:
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 46; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 46 and
the primer of Seq. ID 45; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 45-92; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 46-92;
an oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 156; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 156 and
the primer of Seq.ID 154 and/or Seq. ID 155; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 156-202; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 154-202;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the
variable region sequence of an antibody kappa light chain
comprising the use of these primer sets.

Invention 44-89: 3,4,9,10,14,17,20 (all partially)

Invention 44:
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 47; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 47 and
the primer of Seq. ID 45; or
-Seq.ID 45-92; or
-Seq.ID 46-92;
an oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 157; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 157 and
the primer of Seq.ID 154 and/or Seq. ID 155; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 156-202; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 154-202;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the
variable region sequence of an antibody kappa light chain
comprising the use of these primer sets.
Ibidem for inventions 45-89 relating to Seq.IDs 48-92 and
Seq.ID 158-202.

Invention 90: 5,6,15,18,21 (all partially)
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 93; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq.ID 93 and at
least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq.
ID 94-101;
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 93-101;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the
variable region sequence of an antibody lambda light chain
comprising the use of these primer sets.

Invention 91: 5,6,11,12,15,18,21 (all partially)
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 94; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 94 and
the primer of Seq. ID 93; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 94-101;
or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 93-101;
an oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 204; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 204 and
the primer of Seq.ID 203; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 204-211;
or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 203-211;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the
variable region sequence of an antibody lambda light chain
comprising the use of these primer sets.

Invention 92-98: 5,6,11,12,15,18,21 (all partially)

Invention 92: An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq. ID 95; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq. ID 95 and
the primer of Seq. ID 93; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 94-101;
or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 93-101;
an oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 205; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 204-211;
or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 203-211;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the
variable region sequence of an antibody lambda light chain
comprising the use of these primer sets.
..ibidem for inventions 93-98 relating to Seq.IDs 96-101 and
Seq.IDs 206-211.
Invention 99: 7,8,13,16,19 (all partially)

An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 102; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq.ID 102 and at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq.
ID 114-153;
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 102-153;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody heavy chain comprising the use of this primer set.

Invention 100-110: 7,8,13,16,19 (all partially)

Invention 100:
An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 103; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq.ID 103 and at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq.
ID 114-153;
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 102-153;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody heavy chain comprising the use of this primer set.
..ibidem for inventions 101-110 relating to Seq.IDs 104-113.

Invention 111: 9,10,14,17,20 (all partially)

An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 154 and/or Seq. ID 155; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq.ID 154 and/or Seq. ID 155 and at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq. ID 156-202;
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 154-202;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody kappa light chain comprising the use of this primer set.

Invention 112: 11,12,15,18,21 (all partially)

An oligonucleotide primer set comprising or consisting of
-the primer of Seq.ID 203; or
-the specific combination of the primer of Seq.ID 203 and at least one primer selected from the group consisting of Seq. ID 204-211; or
-the specific combination of the primers of Seq.ID 203-211;
a method for the isolation of a nucleic acid comprising the variable region sequence of an antibody kappa light chain comprising the use of this primer set.
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